BEARNES HAMPTON & LITTLEWOOD
SPORTING & COLLECTORS SALE
WEDNESDAY 4TH AUGUST 2010
SALE NO. SC11

NO LOTS
462
782
WITHDRAWN LOTS
172
371

EXTRA LOTS
97A

A cut glass "point to point" vase and cover for "The Land Rover
Champion Hunters Final" with engraved Series III LWB Safari
decoration, and a Aynsley "Foxhunters Nightmare” plate.
Estimate: £30/40

156A

A Gustav Nagel black silk top hat, size 7.
Estimate: £50/60

367A

A framed display of early 20th century cap badges, to include
Cornwall 1st Volunteers, County of London Cyclists 25th, also
including several Volunteer and North Country regiments.
Estimate: £300/400

387A

A WWI G.S.M pair awarded to 225863 Pte A E Cheney Hamps
R." a WWII Defence medal and a railway button.
Estimate: £40/60

433B

A Third Reich period 1935 pattern steel army helmet.
Estimate: £30/40

508B

Of Cricketing and Alf Gover Interest
A 1961 T. H. Clark's Benefit Autograph Album, containing full
team signatures of the county and some International Test
teams of the 1961 season, also a loose leaf sheet of team
signatures for Surrey, also two signed photographs and a letter
from Alf Gover teaching a pupil at the indoor cricket school.
* Alf Gover was a well known cricketer of the 1930's winning
four England Cups and taking 200 wickets in successive
seasons. He is probably best known for establishing the indoor
school as a major international school for cricketing expertise,
with Sir Vivian Richards and Brian Lara as students. The
photograph and letter are of the vendor as a young student
attending the school in the 1960's.
** The South African team signatures are those of the last team
to be allowed to play abroad before Apartheid.
Estimate: £500/700

518A

Of Russian Rugby Interest
A signed team sheet of the Moscow Rugby Team, on headed
paper, together with a team tracksuit top with 'CCCP' to front
and across the back.
*Obtained by the vendor whilst the Moscow Rugby Team were
staying at Middlemoor, Exeter in the late 1980's.
Estimate: £100/150

596A

H. R. Carter
"To Ground"
watercolour on satin
signed lower right
24 x 38cm
Estimate: £40/60

1218A

A collection of magic lantern slides relating to the Crimea War
including maps and photographs relating to Sevastopol
Harbour and Balaclava.
Estimate: £50/80

1224A

Twelve Chinese metal tokens.
Estimate: £40/50

